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ANTI SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

ANTI SOCIAL BEHAVIOR (ENVIRONMENTAL)
- ABANDONED VEHICLE
- BIRD EGG REMOVAL
- FLORA REMOVAL
- FLY POSTING
- FLY TIPPING
- ILLEGAL PARKING
- LITTERING
  - DRUG PARAPANALIA
  - SEXUAL PARAPANALIA
- NOISE
  - VEHICLE NOISE
- OFF ROADING
  - OFF ROAD BICYCLE USE
  - OFF ROAD CAR USE
  - OFF ROAD MOTORCYCLE USE
- PUBLIC DEFECATION
- PUBLIC URINATION
- UNCONTROLLED ANIMALS
- UNLICENSED RAVE
- WILDLIFE DISTURBANCE
  - BADGER DISTURBANCE
  - BADGER BAITING
  - BAT DISTURBANCE
- WILDLIFE POISONING
- WILDLIFE SHOOTING
- WILDLIFE TRAPPING

ANTI SOCIAL BEHAVIOR (NUISANCE)
- ALCOHOL MISUSE
  - STREET DRINKING
- BEGGING
- DRUG DEALING
- DRUG MISUSE
- FIREARM MISUSE
  - AIRGUN MISUSE
  - RIFLE MISUSE
  - SHOTGUN MISUSE
- FIREWORK MISUSE
- RITUAL ACTIVITY
- ROWDINESS
- UNAUTHORIZED GAME PLAYING

ANTI SOCIAL BEHAVIOR (PERSONAL)
- INTIMIDATION
  - PHYSICAL INTIMIDATION
  - VERBAL INTIMIDATION

ASSAULT
- ASSAULT (VISITOR)
- ASSAULT (VOLUNTEER)
- FATAL ASSAULT
- MINOR ASSAULT
- SERIOUS ASSAULT
- SEXUAL ASSAULT

DAMAGE
CRIME

CRIMINAL DAMAGE
FIRE SETTING
GRAFFITI
INAPPROPRIATE USE OF VEHICLES
  OFF ROADING
    OFF ROAD BICYCLE USE
    OFF ROAD CAR USE
    OFF ROAD MOTORCYCLE USE
REMOVAL OF OBJECTS
  FLORA REMOVAL
  NIGHTHAWKING
  THEFT
    ARCHITECTURAL THEFT
    CULTURAL THEFT
    METAL THEFT
      BRASS THEFT
      BRONZE THEFT
      COPPER THEFT
      IRON THEFT
      LEAD THEFT
  UNAUTHORIZED SALVAGING
UNAUTHORIZED ACTS
  BREACH OF CONDITION
  CONTRAVENTION OF DISCONTINUANCE OF USE
  CONTRAVENTION OF STOP NOTICE
  FALSE CERTIFICATE ON APPLICATION FOR CONSENT
  NON COMPLIANCE WITH ENFORCEMENT NOTICE
  UNAUTHORIZED METAL DETECTING
  NIGHTHAWKING
  NON REMOVAL OF ARTEFACTS
  REMOVAL OF ARTEFACTS
  UNLICENSED EXCAVATION
ENVIRONMENTAL CRIME
  FLY POSTING
  FLY TIPPING
  LITTERING
    DRUG PARAPHERNALIA
    SEXUAL PARAPHERNALIA
EQUIPPED TO COMMIT CRIME
ILLEGAL ARTEFACT DEALING
INAPPROPRIATE USE OF VEHICLES
  ABANDONED VEHICLE
  ILLEGAL PARKING
  VEHICLE NOISE
INTIMIDATION
  PHYSICAL INTIMIDATION
  VERBAL INTIMIDATION
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
  BADGER BAITING
  BIRD EGG REMOVAL
  FLORA REMOVAL
  WILDLIFE DISTURBANCE
    BADGER DISTURBANCE
BADGER BAITING
BAT DISTURBANCE
WILDLIFE POISONING
WILDLIFE SHOOTING
WILDLIFE TRAPPING

NUISANCE BEHAVIOUR
ALCOHOL MISUSE
STREET DRINKING
BEGGING
DRUG DEALING
DRUG MISUSE

FIREARM MISUSE
AIRGUN MISUSE
RIFLE MISUSE
SHOTGUN MISUSE

FIREWORK MISUSE

ILLEGAL SPORTS
BADGER BAITING
WILDLIFE SHOOTING

NOISE
VEHICLE NOISE
PUBLIC DEFECATION
PUBLIC URINATION
RITUAL ACTIVITY
ROWDINESS

UNAUTHORIZED GAME PLAYING
UNCONTROLLED ANIMALS
UNLICENSED RAVE

PUBLIC SEX ENVIRONMENT
BESTIALITY
INDECENT EXPOSURE
SEX GROUPS
SEX WORKING
KERB CRAWLING
PROSTITUTION

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SEXUAL PARAPHERNALIA
VOYEURISM

SUBSTANCE MISUSE
ALCOHOL MISUSE
DRUG MISUSE

UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS
UNAUTHORIZED DIVING
URBAN EXPLORATION